( 1.3) There exists a most effective unique algorithm for the determination of the normal form y (.o..,o. .} of the product 1 J a. .a. using the normal forms f{ a. ) and^(a..) of the factors a.,a. for all pairs (a.,a.) & G.
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The group table T(G) of G as a special representation
Knowing the group table T(G) of G we can regard the columns of T(G) as a relation system of the greatest generating system of G with pairwise different elements or as the right regular representation of G by permutations of degree |G|. These representations satisfy the conditions (1.3) and ( 1 . U ) .
Both interpretations of T(G) are extreme cases for representing G in M
by abstract generators with a system of defining relations or by permutations.
1.2 Representation of G by permutations 1*2.1 If y^: G -* S is an isomorphic map of G in the symmetric group S of degree r, then to every element a e G there corresponds as a normal Therefore, if the degree of the smallest permutation subgroup of S isomorphic with G is relatively high, it seems to be necessary to represent the elements of G by abstract generators and defining relations. 
L-GERHARDS
We call a generating system of G satisfying (1.U) a special generating system of G. <e> == N ^ N, <..<3 N = G o 1 n with cyclic factor groups i/N., (i=1,...,n) such that
Then the system {a.,...,a } is a special generating system of G with the following system of defining relations:
If the elements of G are represented as words of the elements of & special generating system of G with defining relations (1.U) or (1.5).
the computing time for the normal formj^g.g ) of a product g-'g^ in G using the normal forms ^°(g ) andj^g ) of the factors g ,g mainly depends on the number of the generating elements of G and on the form of the defining relations (1.^+) or (1.5). But by changing the representation of G and storing parts of the group tab3.e T(G) we are able to make multiplication in M more effective. Further let R. := (a' 0 / j = 0,...,r.-1) be a system of representatives 
], A,=0....,r_, X.=0....,r. J J j i i i" i n are known the system ^.= ^J R^ is a generating system of G.and using ^n-i) -1 " "I'"^"n-l • Then usin 6 the defining relations:
we reduce the product of two words of length n in n steps to the calculation of n products W^ = W^1" 1 V 3^1 ^ (i = 1,...,n),
According to this result for the number E of effective entries in the relation S < n!*e (e eulerian number) 
can be determined by using the multiplication for the a's. L. GERHARDS 2, Methods for generating groups "by a system of generating elements M 2.1 Let G be a group generated, by the generating system {a,,...a }. Then if --1 n we develop a method, which allow us to construct H = <H . i 81^ f 1 ' 0^1 k k."" • k H,< and a^ (k = 1,...,n)» H = <e>, G can "be generated in n steps. If vc denote by H a subgroup of G and by a an element of G with a ^ H, then H = <H,a> can be obtained by determining appropriate cosets of H.
For in the case that U := ^Hb. is the union of all cosets of H determined in the process of generation and ah e U for every h e U we obtain H = U.
Computational method

Fundamental princip of the method
Let H be a subgroup of G, a e G, a { H and let U denote the list for storing the group H = <H,a> in the computer. Starting with U := H every element g £ U may be multiplied from the left side by a. If there exists an element b = a g with g e U , b ^ U t he list U must be extended by the coset H*b and U := <H,a> is completely determined if a"g e U for all g e U. Finding a new representative b, together with Hb all cosets Hb (j = 2 , . . . , r -1) can be stored in U, where r is the smallest"integer with b e H.
Rationalization of the method
Because the generating process of a group is an often repeated procedure in group theoretical program systems, it seems to be profitable to abbreviate the method described in.2.2.1. o Then ^ is completely determined^if the described procedure cannot be countinued. 
Therefore, a system
of generating elements of all cyclic subgroups of S(U) form a unic^iely determined generating system, of U of a special form.
First of all we list the elements of E(G) in the computer. Then, if U c G
and 
Boolean operations for characteristic numbers
The Boolean operations of intersection "A" and disjunction "v" are useful for time-saving calculations with characteristic numbers: • 1 •3 But "^s basic idea cannot be realized by the computer, because the number of dual numbers successively to be proved is 2^ and the generating process of groups is a time-consuming procedure.
Therefore this considerations require the development of a more effective method selecting only such dual numbers M(H) e ^, the corresponding .subsets <H> of which in general are subgroups of G not yet generated.
»2 Combinatorial method for the determination of V(G)
.2.1 The filter method [6] Starting with the dual number 0 and using the method mentioned in 4.1. Therefore, it seems to be profitable to supplement the program by an additional "algorithm of composition" |Jl^] described briefly in the following section.
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S The basic concepts of the algorithm of composition f^M"| Generating G successively by a ,...,a we obtai-n a chain <e> = 1 n =r G o c °1 c *** CG n = G of subgroups G^ = <a^ ,. .. ,a.> (i==1 ,. .. ,n) of G.
The generating systems E(G^) (see 5. A ) may satisfy: 
,N/,F.^the determination of which may be described in the X fK.
1
following section.
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5.^ Computational determination of IT. ,F. ,N.
The elements of the components H. (i==1,...,r) of G = H •••••H may "be numbered in the same sequence as they are generated by the generating program of H. Then, generating the-subgroups G. , = H.H = K,H.
(i,k == J»... ,r; i ^ K) on the onehand .as a product of H. ,H on the other hand as a product of H ^. we obtain by comparing the products: The method briefly described in the following has been developped in [jt] and used for a Sylow basis of solvable groups in [4-] .
Homotypic and isotypic sets
Let A' be the automorphism group defined by (5.9) tor any group H e 3C of the Hall system ^ of G.
If /oi. s= {a ,...,a } is' a generating system of H satisfying the defining relations R W == ... = R W = e, then a 1-1-mapping a : H -*-H is an automorphism of H if and only if H == <aa.,...,aa > and R.(aOi) = e (j=1,...,s).
The group A we want to construct determines a subset l(h) = (ah/a e A } of H, for every h e H and it is obvious that by the sets l(h) the set of elements of H is devided in disjoint classes.
The fundamental idea of the developped method is to determine for every 
